
Scaling aspects of astrophysics into the laboratory

The majestic columns of the Eagle Nebula in M16, descriptively referred to as the “pillars
of creation,” are as awe-inspiring as they are enigmatic (Figure 1a). The have been extensively
observed, both from ground-based observatories, and from the Hubble Space Telescope.  Yet their
formation mechanism remains unclear.  An equally impressive mystery is the underlying dynamics
that causes a massive star at the end of its life cycle to explode in an enormous flash of shock-
induced pyrotechnics (Figure 1b). Models of each phenomena exist, yet are plagued by
uncertainties, discrepancies, and unknowns.  Definitive tests of the various models have been
difficult to impossible, due to an inability to reproduce the conditions of these phenomena in a
controlled fashion.

A new astrophysics tool is emerging in the form of “simulation experiments.” Experimental
conditions can be created in experiments on intense lasers that reproduce the hydrodynamics of
photoionization-front dynamics and shock-induced explosion dynamics in a properly scaled sense.
This means that temporally evolving subsets of these astrophysical systems can be recreated under
controlled conditions in the laboratory for close-up scrutiny. This emerging capability will be
discussed in a series of presentations covering scaling in general (Ryutov, paper CI1.001),
experiments examining several aspects of the hydrodynamics of core-collapse supernovae (Robey,
paper CI1.002) such as spherically divergent geometry (Drake, paper BP1.007), 3D instability
evolution (Calder, paper BP1.078), radiative shocks (Keiter, paper BP1.076), and the dynamics of
radiation-driven molecular clouds such as the Eagle Nebula (Kane, paper BP1.046).

Figure 1.  (a) Observational image of the Eagle Nebula in M16, taken with the Hubble
Space Telescope.  (b) Simulation at 3.6 hr of the hydrodynamic mixing taking place in
Supernova 1987A, reproduced from Muller, Fryxell, and Arnett, Astron. & Astrophys.
251, 505 (1991).
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